Homogenizing OSG and XSEDE: Providing Access to XSEDE Allocations through OSG Infrastructure
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present a system that bridges the differences between OSG and XSEDE compute environments and allows users to treat XSEDE resources as if they were OSG resources. This system allows virtual organizations (VOs) like ATLAS [2] and CMS [4] to consume allocations on XSEDE resources as if the resources were an OSG resource. In order to achieve this, the system had to handle several issues: software access and distribution (the size of experiment-specific software releases with their dependencies is rather large), authenticating to XSEDE resources, and routing jobs.
to the correct allocation on those resources. We’ve configured this system with access to accounts on Stampede2 [14] and Bridges [10].
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**Figure 1: High level architecture for OSG - XSEDE gateway**

2 BACKGROUND

Most OSG researchers run workflows by utilizing a pilot model [12]. This allows users to easily and efficiently run their workflow on available sites. Users submit their workflows to a central submit system. The system then matches jobs within the workflow to pilots running on computational facilities. Once a job is matched to a pilot, the pilot then downloads the job information, inputs, and binaries (the job “payload”) and executes it.

A central “factory” such as GlideinWMS[13], HEPCloud [6], or PanDA [8] is responsible for tracking the number of idle jobs on the central submit system queue. If the number of idle jobs exceed certain thresholds, the factory then submits pilot jobs to batch systems at OSG computational facilities. All facilities on OSG use the HTCondor-CE [3] compute element to accept incoming jobs and submit them to a local batch manager so the factory can submit pilot jobs to any OSG facility using the same method.

Although previous work has been done to incorporate XSEDE resources into workflows run by OSG users [16, 17], these attempts were either specific to a given researcher or required resources unique to a given XSEDE resource. LIGO was able to use 2M SUs on Stampede at as part of their analysis campaign in 2016. However this infrastructure was specific to LIGO’s processing framework. The Comet Virtual Clusters [16] was used to by several VOs (LIGO, CMS, Xenon1T) to run workflows on OSG and the Comet system at the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC). However, these jobs were limited to using a portion of the resources set aside on Comet. In addition, the virtual clusters required several services to be commissioned at SDSC in order to operate.

3 OSG-XSEDE GATEWAY: HTCONDOR-CE

OSG uses HTCondor-CE [3] to allow jobs to run on resources. The typical mode of operation is to authenticate and authorize incoming jobs using a X.509 proxy certificate [19]. The HTCondor-CE then submits the pilot job to the local batch manager (e.g. HTCondor, SGE, Slurm, PBS). By using the BOSCO [18] module for HTCondor-CE, this can be altered. Instead of directly calling the submit commands for a batch manager, the HTCondor BOSCO module will submit jobs to a remote system. BOSCO does this by using SSH to login to a specified host, transferring any input files to the host, and then calling the appropriate submit command. The HTCondor BOSCO module will then periodically log in to the remote system to track the job’s status and update its own records for the job. Once the job has completed, BOSCO will then transfer the job outputs back. We utilized this method of operation to allow OSG jobs to be submitted to XSEDE resources.

This implementation allows for users on OSG to run their workflows seamlessly on XSEDE and OSG resources. We set up and ran a HTCondor-CE system for each XSEDE resource that will accept jobs from OSG VOs. We then created entries for OSG VOs on the HTCondor-CE for those that have an allocation on the corresponding XSEDE resource. This allows OSG users with XSEDE allocations to submit jobs while preventing OSG users without allocations from running jobs on XSEDE resources. The appropriate pilot factory can then submit pilots to these HTCondor-CEs and run jobs on the XSEDE resource for VOs.

3.1 Routing Jobs to Allocations

A key requirement for the OSG-XSEDE gateway is to properly route incoming jobs. When an user submits a job through the gateway, the job must run using that user’s account and allocation. In addition, the gateway must reject jobs from users without allocations. Finally, adding or removing an OSG to XSEDE routing for an user should be straightforward and easy.

The standard installation and configuration for HTCondor-CE and BOSCO is to use a single account to run all incoming jobs. Naturally, this is incompatible with properly running jobs on XSEDE resources. We solved this problem by modifying the job routing in HTCondor-CE and by modifying the job submission scripts for each account that is used to submit jobs.

We used the JobRouter component of HTCondor-CE to send jobs to the correct accounts on XSEDE resources. Figure 2 shows how the job routing works in our modified setup. All incoming jobs are submitted with a X.509 proxy that authenticates the origin of the job. We configured the JobRouter to examine the VO name attribute of the proxy. Based on that, the JobRouter was set to route incoming jobs to the cms or atlas user accounts. In addition, we modified the BOSCO configuration for each user account so that BOSCO used different usernames and public keys when logging into corresponding account on the XSEDE resource. Jobs submitted with a proxy that does not match a configured entry are rejected by HTCondor-CE. Adding or removing support for a VO, consists of modifying a single configuration file for the JobRouter and another configuration file for the X.509 proxy to user mapping.

Finally, we made modifications to the BLAH[9] submit scripts used for each user. HTCondor-CE installs a set of submit scripts in user accounts on the individual resources (e.g. the uscms account on Stampede2). HTCondor-CE uses these submit scripts to translate job parameters (e.g. memory or cores required) into a submit file that can be understood by the batch manager on the local resource (e.g. SLURM, PBS, SGE). We modified these scripts to generate submit files incorporating site and user specific requirements for jobs. For example, running jobs on a particular SLURM partition or loading needed modules such as Singularity [7] into the environment for the user job.

3.2 Authenticating to Resources

The HTCondor-CE gateway requires the ability to login into the appropriate XSEDE resource in order to run OSG jobs using a
SSH key pair. HTCondor-CE uses a SSH connection in order to transfer input files and submit jobs. The SSH connections are then subsequently used to monitor, remove jobs, and retrieve job output from the XSEDE resource’s batch system. The gateway does not support password based SSH logins or other SSH login methods such as Kerberos or GSI authentication.

For Bridges, we configured the gateway to log into a community account. A community account is required since the OSG-XSEDE gateway can use the account to submit jobs on behalf of any member of a VO. After the community account was created, we registered the appropriate SSH public key through the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC) SSH Key management system. The gateway was then able to use corresponding SSH key to log into Bridges.

However, several resources such as Stampede2 require multi-factor authentication (MFA) using a one time token generated by a hardware device or separate software application in order to login. For access to Stampede2, we also needed to use community accounts for access. Here, we requested separate community accounts for the ATLAS and CMS VOs. In order to satisfy MFA requirements, the system initially used the IP of the OSG-XSEDE gateway as a factor in conjunction with a SSH key pair. Since the OSG gateway would only login from a fixed IP address, logins to the community account can be restricted to attempts originating from that IP address. The gateway’s IP and the SSH constituted two different factors satisfying Stampede’s MFA requirements.

Later on, we requested and obtained an MFA exception from the TACC staff in order to allow to greater flexibility to allow alternate gateways that we operate to submit jobs as well. The exception allowed us to login using just a SSH key. For established projects that can justify the need for a MFA exception, this is a viable alternative to using IP address/SSH keys as factors to satisfy MFA requirements.

4 SOFTWARE ACCESS AND DISTRIBUTION

Most virtual organizations and a large majority of users on OSG have moved to distributing and accessing software using the CernVM Filesystem (CVMFS) [1]. CVMFS distributes files and directories through a hierarchy of servers and caches. Communications between CVMFS servers and a CVMFS client use the HTTP protocol. The CVMFS client then uses FUSE to convert the filesystem information from a CVMFS server to a read-only POSIX filesystem available to local applications.

For performance reasons, the CVMFS client maintains a local cache of portions of the filesystem that have been used. In addition, a site installation of the Squid HTTP proxy is used to cache data for multiple clients within a computational facility.

In the last few years, CVMFS has been increasingly used by virtual organizations participating with OSG to distribute software
and configuration to computational facilities. In order to allow CMS and ATLAS jobs to run on XSEDE resources, we needed to provide access to repositories currently distributed through CVMFS. We used two different methods to access software on CVMFS on Bridges and Stampede2.

4.1 Access Through the CVMFS Client

On Bridges, we were able to provide access to software on CVMFS using the CVMFS client. The PSC admins installed FUSE, the CVMFS client, automount, and configuration files provided by OSG on each compute node. In addition, a modified Squid server was installed at Bridges to provide a resource wide cache. Once installed and started the CVMFS client accepts access attempts to files and directories within the /cvmfs mountpoint and provides the appropriate information.

4.2 Access Through Stratum-R

On Stampede2, we were not able to use the CVMFS client to access repositories on the compute nodes due to FUSE not being available. Instead, we used a system called Stratum-R to provide jobs access to these repositories. Figure 3 shows the high level architecture of the Stratum-R system.

The Stratum-R server runs two CVMFS services: a CVMFS server and CVMFS client. The CVMFS server component integrates with existing CVMFS servers and replicates full copies of repositories from these servers. The CVMFS client then talks to the locally running CVMFS server and creates a read-only filesystem with these repositories under the /cvmfs mountpoint.

The Stratum-R client then uses rsync to transfer files from the Stratum-R server to the scratch area on Stampede2. The client compares files installed in the scratch area with the latest version of these files under /cvmfs and then updates the scratch area to match the latest repository version. In order to prevent a man-in-the-middle attack, the rsync connection is secured with stunnel using X.509 certificates. Since CVMFS repositories are updated multiple times a day, the Stratum-R client is run periodically using a cronjob.

5 CMS WORKFLOWS

CMS workflows are submitted through the regular CMS systems and jobs are submitted though CMS HTCondor schedds connected to HEPCloud. Once that happens, the HEPCloud factory sends pilot jobs to Stampede2 or Bridges through the OSG-XSEDE gateway.
When these pilots start running they match and run jobs queued in the CMS schedd.

To provide a CMS-compatible runtime environment, jobs use Singularity with standard CMS containers provided via CVMFS. We access the CMS software and site configuration via CVMFS, conditions through locally provided Squid proxies and read job input data remotely via XRootD from Fermilab (and possibly other CMS sites).

5.1 CMS-Stampede2 Integration

We needed to change several job parameters to run CMS jobs optimally on Stampede2. Incoming jobs were set to run only on the Knights Landing (KNL) nodes. Although the KNL nodes have 272 cores available, jobs only used 68 cores due to memory limitations. In addition, incoming jobs only claimed a single node in order to simplify testing and integration. With these changes, jobs could use a total of 3400 KNL cores simultaneously.

We then ran several CMS workflows ranging from simple hello world type jobs to workflows with 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations. We were able to consistently see jobs utilizing over 3000 cores (Figures 4 and 6). The difference in the number of cores is due to differences between how HEPCloud Factory and CMS dashboard record available job slots. Figure 5 shows the final status Monte Carlo workflow with all 10000 jobs having been successfully completed.

5.2 CMS-Bridges Integration

We made similar modifications to job parameters on Bridges. All jobs were set to use 8-core/36GB RAM slots on the RSM-Shared partition. These jobs ran on shared nodes with 28 cores and 128GB of RAM. The submit scripts were also modified to load Singularity so that jobs could get a Scientific Linux 6 environment while running. As with the Stampede2 integration, a site entry was added to the HEPCloud integration factory. As with Stampede2, several workflows from hello world jobs to progressively more complicated workflows were run.

6 ATLAS WORKFLOWS ON STAMPEDE2

ATLAS uses a job management system called PanDA to manage and run jobs on OSG sites. We used a variation of the OSG-XSEDE gateway to allow PanDA to run pilots on Stampede2. In this variation, PanDA submitted pilots to a standard HTCondor-CE installation. Once pilots were submitted, they then flocked [5] to a server that used BOSCO to SSH to the Stampede2 login node.

Two types of production jobs were run on Stampede2: Event Service (ES) jobs and standard jobs. ES jobs process blocks of events and can be preempted or stopped at any time. Standard jobs must
We needed to change several job parameters in order to run ATLAS jobs more optimally on Stampede2. First, due to limitations on the number of jobs allowed in the queues on Stampede2, the submit files generated were changed so each job claimed multiple nodes and the launcher command was used to run pilots on all of the nodes. Second, the mix of ATLAS jobs was altered to utilize the cores and memory more efficiently. Finally, jobs were set so that they ran on Skylake nodes rather than KNL nodes in order to get better I/O performance.

We also utilized software called pCache to cache data that jobs request during processing. When a job requests data, the copy command checks pCache to see if a cached copy is available. If the data is not available locally, it is requested from a remote resource and is placed into the local cache. This allows us to minimize the network bandwidth that jobs use and to increase the CPU efficiency by reducing I/O latency.

Once that was done, we were able validate and run production jobs from ATLAS. Figure 10 shows monitoring information for cores available to ATLAS from Stampede2. During March 25, 2018, we were able to obtain and run on over 30000 cores. Figure 7 shows the cumulative number of jobs run during that day. ATLAS was able to run over 8000 jobs during this time period. The cumulative number of events generated (figure 8) during that day was almost 8 million events. Figure 9 shows that the jobs also averaged more 89% CPU efficiency.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a system that allows XSEDE HPC resources to be integrated into the OSG. This system allows VOs to incorporate allocations on XSEDE resources into their existing job management systems and to seamlessly utilize those allocations alongside resources on the OSG.

The plans for moving forward includes further work on integrating the CMS workflows with Bridges and Stampede2 and moving CMS usage of these resources into production status. Additionally, we plan on integrating Comet, which should be fairly easy as CVMFS is already natively installed on the resource, and work with some individuals with XSEDE allocations to get them access to XSEDE via OSG.
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